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About This Game

The sequel to Inferno+, Radiangames' critically-acclaimed twin-stick action-RPG, arrives on PC at last! INFERNO 2 boasts
even more devious levels, more weapons, more upgrades and powers, more enemies, and more customization, along with more

insane explosions and particle effects.

BIGGER, BETTER, BADDER! Inferno 2 on PC is everything Radiangames fans have been waiting for:

* Play through 80+ levels of atmospheric awesomeness

* New Game+ mode adds even more replayability

* Customizable gamepad and KB/mouse controls

* 3 difficulty levels (change it up at any time)

* Dozens of enemy types

* All-new special level types and goals

* Tons of secrets to discover

* A large arsenal of upgrade-able weapons and ship powers
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* Beautiful HD graphics

* Steam Achievements
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Title: Inferno 2
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Radiangames
Publisher:
Radiangames
Release Date: 29 Jul, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or greater

Processor: 1.5GHz or higher

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 256MB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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It can be a fun game in theory, but there's just too many bugs.

Rooms that fail to unlock after you defeat all the enemies, thus trapping you inside and obliging you to return to menu and
restart the level. Enemies whose health falls to zero and then goes negative, drawing a health bar extending backward out of
their health-bar-box which only grows as you inflict more damage, rendering them unkillable and again obliging you to restart
the level. Achievements with bugged conditions (failing to register 8 lasers having been candle-dodged vs. Mosh; failing to
register 20 turrets destroyed vs. the hydra boss [destroyed 25 just to make sure, but no achievement]; failing to register winning
the game as Pan toward the win-game-x-times achievement; ...).

Cannot recommend.. The Tenth Line - 5/10 . . . :/ :/. first time with VR

unfortunately, I'm week in motion sickness & that makes me hard to play this game

similar when played Talos principle, i can't play over 2 hours continuing that stuff.

(maybe I'm so UGLY one that i knew motion sickness get more with VR & that makes killing me)

but think this game's ganre is good with VR, like escape the room.

not hard to play -> easy to learn using VR

finding object & using it, finging goal. clear subject makes this game so simple. those can make or play with VR easier

maybe I can't play this game long time, but fortunately it's not long like Talos principle,

and maybe this game have not special with story like Talos principle(philosophy one that makes me play Talos principle with
endure pain)

but is's not bad game considering my first vr game... next will be more. I don't have time to write a proper review because the
fun never ends with this game.. i love how the game looks and seems really fun but there was not one single person playing this
game. i was just alone on a server. I wish people played this it seems really fun. Gonna try to have a streamer to play and build a
player base possibly. The art style is beautiful and the story is cute, But the game was slow and glitchy. I requested a refund soon
after. If you have a better pc you might like it.
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My wall is stopping me from taking the heart from the fridge. Everything should be closer together so if people who play this
game are sitting down they can still reach everything.. 1. To start of i have to say this game is nice { for some people } but for
me that i have played lots of games that resemble this game can't give my aproval.

Pro's :
1. Nice graphics.
2. Nice market system [ Tougth is already p2w ]
3. Nice drops on solo play and pvp games.

Con's :
1. Poor combat system.
2. Poor matchmaking system. Giving you from start with higher level players that have better weapons [ better weapons better
dmg/def/skills etc.
3. TO MUCH P2W market , cmon ppl already? you don't even have a decent player base and you the game is already p2w ?
4. Poorly optimized.
5. LOW and with low i mean only 10 - 20 players at TOP HOURS !!! per day.

So far i have only regrets that i installed this game, maybe some of you find it attractive but i can't give out my tumbs up for this
one, sorry.. looks good better then Cities Skylines more Function more flexible. It will be more fun ,if there's a daily challenge..
A really fun, intense game for $.99. Would recommend.
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